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The combined fission matrix theory is a recently-developed hybrid neutron transport
method. It features high efficiency, fidelity, and resolution whole-core transport calculation.
The theory is based on the assumption that the fission matrix element ai,j is dominated by
the property of the destination cell i. This assumption can be well explained in thermal
reactors, and the combined fission matrix method has been validated in a series of thermal
neutron system benchmarks. This work examines the feasibility of the combined fission
matrix theory in fast reactors. The European Sodium Fast Reactor is used as the numerical
benchmark. Compared to the Monte Carlo method, the combined fission matrix theory
reports a 64 pcm keff difference and 8.3% 2D RMS error. The error is much larger than that
in thermal reactors, and the correction ratio cannot significantly reduce the material
discontinuity error in fast reactors. Overall, the combined fission matrix theory is more
suited for thermal reactor transport calculations. Its application in fast reactors needs
further developments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The high-fidelity neutron transport method is a key technique in reactor design and safety analysis.
There have been many such methods developed, including the deterministic MOC (Liu et al., 2011)
method; the VNMmethod (Zhang et al., 2013, 2018); and the stochastic Monte Carlo method. Other
than these traditional methods, the hybrid neutron transport method is gaining popularity in recent
years. It pre-calculates a series of response functions and solves for the neutron transport
deterministically relying on response functions. Such methods feature the combination of high
accuracy from the Monte Carlo method and the high efficiency from the deterministic method.

The fission matrix method is originally proposed as an acceleration to the Monte Carlo neutron
transport solver. A fission matrix describes the response of fission neutrons to a source neutron
between spatial cells. The fission matrix element ai,j is defined as the number of fission neutrons
produced in cell i per source neutron in cell j, and its detailed theory can be found in (Carney et al.,
2014). The fission matrix from the neutron transport eigenmode equation can be written as:

Fi � 1
k
∑
N

j�1
ai,jFj (1)

Where k is the multiplication factor, Fj and Fi are the source and fission neutron distributions, and ai,j is
the fission matrix element. The eigenvalue and the eigenvector represent the multiplication factor and
fission source distribution of the system. However, the calculation of the fissionmatrix could be memory-
challenging and time-consuming in an extensive system, such as a whole-core calculation. There are
typically two methods to tally the fission matrix through Monte Carlo calculations, which are the
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criticality calculation and the fixed-source calculation. Taking a
whole-core calculation as an example, the criticality calculation
runs the iterative Monte Carlo simulation and tallies the fission
matrix in each iterative cycle. Therefore, the fission matrix is tallied
from a converged whole-core fission source and considered themost
accurate result. On the other hand, a fission matrix can also be
composed of a set of fixed-source calculations, each of which will
yield a fission matrix column. However, the fixed-source calculation
assumes a uniform source in each mesh cell, so the mesh used to
perform the fixed-source calculation has to be fine enough to
guarantee the fission matrix is not biased by the source
distribution. Overall, the fission matrix derivation is time-
consuming and memory-prohibitive for a whole core problem.

In order to obtain the system fissionmatrix efficiently, a fission
matrix combination theory has been developed (Walters et al.,
2018; Terlizzi and Kotlyar, 2019; Laureau et al., 2015). It assumes
that the system fission matrix element ai,j is dependent only on
the property of the destination cell i. Therefore, the system fission
matrix can be estimated by combining a set of pre-calculated
database fission matrices. The assumption relies on the fact that

FIGURE 1 | A diagram of the combined fission matrix theory in a two-assembly model.

FIGURE 2 | The track of a neutron transport in a PWR assembly.

FIGURE 3 | The BEAVRS benchmark model.
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neutrons are thermalized before fissioning, and the thermal
fission cross-section is much larger than the scattering cross-
section. As a result, the destination cell property is more
dominating in the number of fission neutrons than the
intermediate or born cells. Based on the theory, a hybrid
neutron transport code called RAPID has been developed. The
combined fission matrix theory can perform high-fidelity and
efficient whole-core pin-wise transport calculations. It is validated
on the BEAVRS PWR benchmark (He and Walters, 2019, 2020),
PSBR TRIGA reactor core (Topham et al., 2020; Rau andWalters,
2020), and UNF spent fuel cask benchmark (Mascolino et al.,
2017). However, the promising methodology is mainly used and
validated in thermal neutron systems. This paper will examine the
validity of the combined fission matrix theory in the fast reactor
whole-core transport calculations.

The paper will be organized as the following: In Section 2, a
detailed overview of the combined fission matrix theory will be
given for completeness of the paper. In Section 3, a Sodium Fast
Reactor (SFR) numerical benchmark will be presented for the
theory validation. Numerical results are shown in Section 4.
Conclusions and future improvements are summarized in
Section 5.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE COMBINED FISSION
MATRIX THEORY

The combined fission matrix theory, as the core of the RAPID
code scheme, estimates the core fission matrix instantly from pre-
calculated database fission matrices. The theory states that the

FIGURE 4 | The pin-wise relative error between the combined fission
matrix method and the Monte Carlo calculation.

FIGURE 5 | The mini four assembly model to calculate the correction ratio with (A) no perturbation (B) perturbation on the upper right.

FIGURE 6 | The pin-wise relative error between the combined fission
matrix method and the Monte Carlo calculation.
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system fission matrix element ai,j equals to the database fission
matrix element ai,j′ if the destination cell i has the same transport
property, such as the fuel enrichment, depletion, and the fuel and
moderator temperature. Take a two-assembly model as an
example, the diagram to combine fission matrices is shown in
Figure 1. The two-assembly fission matrix is estimated by
combining each half of the database fission matrices obtained
in uniform-assembly cases. In order to explain the theory from
the fission perspective of view, a neutron will be thermalized by
scattering with water or other moderators. It finally gets absorbed
in the low energy range and fission, where there is a much larger
absorption and fission cross-section than those in the high energy
range. Figure 2 shows the track of a neutron in a PWR assembly
with theMonte Carlo method. It can be observed that the neutron
transports further and has fewer collisions at the beginning
because of higher energy. Then it gets more easily scattered,
and the transport length between collisions is smaller. Therefore,
the cell properties in the intermediate regions or the beginning
location are less likely to influence the neutron transport. The
number of fission neutrons born in the process is mainly
dominated by the destination and surrounding cells’
properties. Then it is reasonable to assume that the fission
matrix element ai,j is only dependent on the property of the
destination cell i.

In a whole-core transport calculation, the core fission matrix is
estimated by combining database fission matrices following the

above assumption. The database fission matrices are calculated in
uniform-assembly loading cases, where the same assemblies fill
the infinite geometry. However, as explained before, the fission
matrix combination theory assumes that only the destination cell
dominates the fission matrix element ai,j. The neutrons are also in
a low energy range in the destination nearby cells. So a
surrounding cell of different properties from the destination
cell may introduce a perturbation to the fission matrix
element ai,j. Taking the BEAVRS benchmark as an example,
the core is composed of different enrichment assemblies shown in
Figure 3. For each type of assembly, the database fission matrices
are pre-calculated and combined to build to a whole-core fission
matrix. The details can be found in (He and Walters, 2019). The
eigenpair of the fission matrix represents the multiplication factor
and the fission source distribution, respectively. The pin-wise
fission rate distribution obtained with the combined fission
matrix method has been compared against the Monte Carlo
reference calculation, and the relative error is shown in
Figure 4. The keff difference is 156 pcm and the 2D root mean
square (RMS) error is 6.26%.

Due to the perturbation a different surrounding cell brings to
the fission matrix element ai,j, the cells at the assembly boundary
have relatively large errors. In order to reduce the error the
material discontinuity brings to the combined fission matrix
theory, a correction ratio method has been developed. The
detail of the theory can be found in (He and Walters, 2019).
The correction ratio estimates the perturbation a different
surrounding assembly brings to the destination assembly. The
pin-wise correction ratios are defined as the fission rates with
perturbation assembly divided by those in uniform cases. In
thermal reactors, due to the limited transport length of
neutrons, only perturbation assemblies adjacent to the
destination assembly are assumed to contribute to the
correction ratios. Therefore, correction ratios are calculated
corresponding to different perturbation assembly locations in a
mini-four assembly model, as shown in Figure 5. With the
correction ratio applied to the combined fission matrix theory
in the whole-core problem, the relative error is significantly
reduced, as shown in Figure 6. The keff difference is 26 pcm

FIGURE 7 | The radial and axial cross sections of the sodium fast reactor benchmark.

TABLE 1 | Geometry Parameters of the ESFR model.

Parameter Value (cm)

Fuel rod pitch 1.174
Fuel rod outer diameter 1.076
Fuel rod inner diameter 0.94
Fuel active zone height 100
Number of pins in an assembly 271
Assembly pitch 21.08
Inner fuel assemblies 241
Outer fuel assemblies 246
Reflector assemblies 330
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with a 3 pcm uncertainty and the 2D RMS error is 0.54% with a
0.21% uncertainty. The Monte Carlo reference calculation takes
about 80 h and the RAPID calculation can be finished within
minutes. Note, the RAPID run time does not take the database
preparation into account since the database does not need to be
prepared again when performing additional RAPID calculations.
Overall, the combined fission matrix theory with correction ratio
has achieved high accuracy in thermal reactors.

3 SODIUM FAST REACTOR BENCHMARK

This work takes the European Sodium Fast Reactor as the
benchmark problem (Fiorini and Vasile, 2011). The radial and

axial cross-sections of the core are shown in Figure 7. The core is
composed of three layers: the inner fuel regions, the outer fuel
regions, and the outermost reflector regions. The inner and outer
fuel regions have different Pu enrichment at 14.05 and 16.35%,
respectively. The core is slightly modified in this work that the
control and shutdown assemblies are switched with inner fuel
assemblies for the convenience of fission matrix tally. Since the
purpose of the work is to validate the combined fission matrix
theory in a fast reactor, such a modification will not bias the
conclusion. The main parameters of the reactor core and
assembly are summarized in Table 1. The core is modeled at
hot-zero-power condition, with the fuel and moderator
temperature equal to 300K.

4 RESULTS

The combined fission matrix method is compared against the
Monte Carlo calculation on the ESFR model. The database fission
matrix is composed of two fission matrices. The two fission
matrices represent the cases where inner and outer fuel
assemblies fill the entire core as shown in Figure 8. The
database fission matrix in this study is obtained through the
Monte Carlo code OpenMC (Romano and Forget, 2013)
criticality calculation due to its high fidelity. The mesh to tally
the fission matrix is based on assemblies, i.e., there are 487 fuel
assemblies in the core, which corresponds to a 487 × 487 fission
matrix. The whole-core reference calculation is also using
criticality calculation. The criticality calculations use 500
inactive cycles and 2000 active cycles, with 10, 000, 000
neutron histories simulated per cycle.

Before applying the combined fission matrix theory to the
whole-core problem, we will first compare the neutron transport
track between the thermal and fast reactors. As shown in
Figure 9, the neutron transport from born to death may cover
several assemblies in a fast reactor, which is much longer than
that in thermal reactors.

The whole-core fission matrix is estimated by combining
two database fission matrices, and its eigenvalue and

FIGURE 8 | The uniform models to tally the database fission matrices.

FIGURE 9 | The neutron transport tracks in a fast reactor.
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eigenvector represent the multiplication factor and assembly-
wise fission rate. The fission rate calculated from the Monte
Carlo reference calculation and its difference with that from
the combined fission matrix method are shown in Figure 10.
The 2D RMS error is 8.3% and the keff difference is 64 pcm with
a roughly 4 pcm uncertainty. The relatively large error in a fast
reactor can be explained from the neutron transport point of
view: the neutron remains high energy from birth to death in a
fast reactor. The absorption and scattering in the intermediate
cells have a competing impact with the absorption and fission

in the destination cell. It implies that the destination cell
property is not dominating in the fission matrix element
ai,j. On the other hand, because the neutron transports a
long way in such a reactor, the destination is subject to
perturbations from a large number of assemblies, i,e. the
destination assembly is easier to be perturbed.

In this work, a whole-core correction ratio has also been
tested. That is, the whole-core fission source from criticality
calculation in the fast reactor is used to calculate the fission
source in the uniform models, and then derive the correction

FIGURE 10 | The fission rate from Monte Carlo calculation and its relative error with that from the combined fission matrix theory.
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ratios separately for the inner fuel and outer fuel assemblies
as in

Rinner
i � Freal

i

Finneruniform
i

Router
i � Freal

i

Fouteruniform
i

(2)

Where, Ri and Fi are correction ratios and fission rates in
assembly i. With the correction ratio applied, the 2D relative
error is shown in Figure 11. The keff difference is 48 pcm, and the
2D RMS error is 7.3%. It can be seen that the combined fission
matrix method in the fast reactor has lower accuracy than in the
thermal reactor. The long length of the neutron transport in a fast
reactor also makes the correction ratio generation a challenging
problem. Overall, the combined fission matrix theory can provide
a rough estimation of keff and fission source distribution in fast
reactors, but it cannot restore the high-fidelity as in thermal
reactors.

5 CONCLUSION

The combined fission matrix theory features an efficient and
high-fidelity calculation. The method has been validated in a
series of thermal reactors. This paper examines its application in
fast reactors. Theoretically, the mechanism of combining
database fission matrices by the destination cell property is
more suited for a thermal neutron system. In fast reactors, the

destination cell property is no more dominating in the fission
matrix element, and the fission matrix element is more affected
by intermediate cells. Finally, the combined fission matrix
theory is validated in an SFR benchmark problem. Compared
to the Monte Carlo reference calculation, the combined fission
matrix theory has a larger error in the SFR than thermal
reactors. It can be concluded that the combined fission
matrix theory still needs further development in fast reactor
applications.
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